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Seattle, Wash., .Nov. IS. The
Concorn, N. H., Nov. 18. Judge Edelement of the American
gar AlUricU. in the federal court toof Labor was voted down twice
day. ordered the rearrest of Harry K.
AT
e.xtradi-this morning when the convention in
Thaw on the strength of the
i
session here defeated two constitu-- ;
tion warrant issued recently by Gov'
tional amendments of a similar naiernor Felker. This was done to clear'
PEFFELO IS BLOWN OUT;
HELD IN ST LOUIS
HEARING
tare having to do with the payment
the record, but counsel immediately MARSHAL
of strike benefits.
engaged in an argument over the cusOF! SUCH IS THE
OF
BATTLE
BETWEEN
AND
FEDERALS
IN
SOME!
FEELING
TALK
;BED.PERPETRATORS
E.
E.
WILSON
AND
BEFORE EXAMINER
CLARK
SECRETARIES
The first measure would have given
tody of the prisoner and the new arAO- -1
was
decision
KNOWN.-JUthe
rest
council
the
executive
DEED
NOT
REBELS
DGE
delayed
GUARD
pending
REAR
OCCURRED
'discretionary"!
CIRCLES IN THE CITY OF MEXICO,
REGARDING
THE
TO DAY, BUT IF
CAUSES THAT
OVER SITUATION
of the court on certain technicalities.
power to authorize payment to newly
ARRIVES
AT!
OF MILITIA
VOCATE
LAST
AT
NIGHT
DEFIANLAGUNA.FOR
HUERTA
was
STILL
The
beara
IS
at
of
IT
ordered
arrest
WAS
TAKEN
T.-!
the
members
LEAD
TO THE RECEIVESKIP FOR organized unions,
ANY ACTION WAS
ing before Judge Aldrich on Thaw's
which were locked out or discharged,
FOR MILITARY COURT,
TRINIDAD
MER CHICAGO ALDERMAN IS MISSORGANIZATION
OF
PRELIMINARY
HALE AND
ROAD.
THAT
KEPT SECRET.
of
habeas
a
amended petition for writ
for having organized.
The second
of
the
substituted "the" for discretionary."
corpus and also on the motion
ING FROM JUAREZ.
MEXICAN
CONGRESS COMPLETED
AGAIN CONFER.
state of New York that the habeas
on tlx"-The vote on it was tifl to
ALLOW
TO
LAW
INITIATE
ROCK ISLAND LOST
second 74 to 112.
corpus proceedings be dismissed.
William T. Jerome, deputy attorney
Advocates of the amendments de-- , REBELS ATTEMPT TO
LEAVE
FOREIGNERS
LIFTING OF EMBARGO
COAL
MINE
STATE TO
general of New York, proposed that
ON FRISCO DEAL IN 1903 clared the industrial Workers of the
Thaw be discharged and re arrested
World had accomplished much that
DEFEND EXECUTIONS
ON EVERY TRAIN
ON ARMS NOT NEEDED on the extradition warrant. Counsel
the Federation had been unable to do,
;
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 18 An explo-A
18.
constifor Thaw objected.
of
Nov.
the
St. Louis, Mo.,
the provision of
hearing because
After a conference between court sion of dynamite early today wrecked
Btriking benefits avail- Kl Paso, Nov. 18. Federals are adThe was held today before examiner E. E. tution making
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. IS
Washington, 1). C, Nov. IS. Presi- - and counsel it was agreed that Thaw the home of Dominic Peffelo, camp
to those w ho had been "mem- able
only
toof
the
north from Chihuahua City iu
of the preliminary organi- Clark regarding the financing
'completion
ueut Wilson and the cabinet met
near
here.
vancing
at
marshal
Piedmont,
rearat least a year.
be discharged as a fugitive and
of the New St. Louis and San Francisco railroad hers of a union
the
of Juarez, captured
direction
branches
of
out
both
nation
of
by
blown
Peffelo
was
uay ana uiscussea u,e laie lMuw
literally
"I have heard enough about Indusextadltion warrant and
M
ur..Kttd
his bed by the force of the explosion (Mexican congress is regarded here as and the causes that led to the present trial Workers of the World charging rebels Saturday morning. A battl
lue Mexican suuawuu. vci-uibu- i
court so ordered.
the
fedtook place between the advancing
the final touch to President
of the
brought no
velopinents apparently
Because of a dispnte over the cus- which tore down the walls blew in putting
s
receivership of the line. B. F. Yoak- the American Federation of Labor erals and the rear guard of the rebels
Huerla's defiance. S uprise was
declared
not
its
with
of the prisoner proceedings were house and broke windows,
duly,"
doing
tody
between Juarez
at Laguna,
by the publication of dispatches um, chairman of the board of direc- President
and knocked down the chim-!ein the organization of the new MexindeC. until later In the day. Thaw-waGompers. "It will be a sorry and Chihuahua, last night. Pancho
'from Washington indicating that Pres- - tors, was the first witness.
can congress. Some officials were in- susp' in court accompanied by his neys of several other buildings.
to
meet
we
when
labor
stoop
for
day
Villa, captor of Juarez, admitted this
The attack upon the Peffelo house ident Wilson does not contemplate
Mr. Yoakum said the difficulty with the
clined to beHeve that body would heed mother.
frivolous, purposeless charges today. He also admitted losing five
to have been directed at any active measures to support the the road was one mainly of finance. made
is
believed
the warning of the United States and
of
sort
afternoon
that
this
Every
was
people.
by
Gen-ihHarry K. Thaw
men killed in the battle, but said the
He said he did not. think there was time they have made a row we have
Shaw, a former president of warning given' by. ,jhn Lind to
take no action on concessions.
released under the original charge of JesseWnnris
the usual prominers union, who it is eral Huerta against permitting the any effort to get aid from banks other been called upon to pay the fiddler federal lost thirty-five- ,
Talk of a blockade of Mexican ports being a fugitive from justice on which
portion of losses confirmed by the ofwas revived, but high officials said he was arrested in New Hampshire learned recently was deposed and haslnew congress to cot vene.
than those interested in the Frisco.
should
we
I
think
don't
and the piper.
ficers claiming the victory, regardless
Talk of the possibility of Huerta
such a step hau not oeen ueiei uuneu an(J wb(J ,.e.arreBted ,mdpr the extra since said to have threatened to
"Was the Frisco in a sound enough be disturbed by what they think of of which side he represents.
Villa
everything." Shaw lived with signing is still heard, but all the acts condition to warrant the sale of us."
on. Foremost advisers of the admin-- duon warrant o( Governor Felker. A
did not have any details as to the
for
left
he
last
of
Peffelo.
the
utterances
night
all(j
Early
provisional
are
istratiou
counselling patience.
iI;etItion for a writ of habeas corpus
President Gompers declared the number of men engaged on either side.
$3,000,000 worth of general lien bonds
where he had been summoned j jdent are calculated to dissipate the in April and May, this year?" he was
would
The report that Carrauza might uotun)k,r th)g procee(Hg Was at once
adoption of the amendments
No trace has been found In Juarez
the
with
connection
such
in
to
has
on
arms
himself
he
any
testify
to cave the embargo
jjuea that
asked.
tere(J an(J the gtate of New York was
bankrupt even the treasury of the of J. H. Francis, former Chicago alderfederal
the
by
itentlons.
investigation
lifted to insure his success, strength- g,vpn gpven davs in wlllch t0 make re.
"We had every reason to believe we United States were that at the dis- man, who is missing and was reported
It has been suggested that Wash- - could
grand jury.
ened the conviction of many officials py
as being south of Juarez a few days
carry out these negotiations," posal of the Federation.
Trinidad
of
of
residents
assurances
been
that he
'ington has
Hundreds
given
that such a step Had ueen uikcu uiuj
"and the result would
answered,
con-ago when the rebels came north to atand
noise
were awakened by the
General Huerta will resign after thei
in a remote contingency.
the
Frisco's
have been to take care of
tack the border city. It is said he
cusslon of the blast and on the north !new Mexican congress has ratified his
Confidence prevailed that the United STATES RIGHTS
for some time to come. Those nego- - ANXIETY FELT
started into Juarez on the train with
of the city, houses were shaken. acta since the dissolution of the
side
the
for
a
few
wait
days
States mieht
tiations involved the sale of an
MIXED WITH
the rebels, but has since not been seen.
FOR SAFETY OF
explosions of dynamite have ;er congress.
full effect of the recent constitutionterest in the Chicago and Eastern Illi- None of the dead were disinterred In
of
in
the
been
CONSERVATION
here
had
vicinity
taken
of
up
PARTY
keyed
recently
Foreigners
ARCTIC
place
attitude
the
and
for
alist victories
nois at a price satisfactory to the
Juarez today, but Americans who saw
one this to a point at which any action
the
but
Piedmont
and
more
to
Sopris
become
foreign governments
management. It would have tided us
the bodies piled in the Juarez cpme- is the first to do any dam- - ising relief from the. prevailing
Washington, D. C, Nov. 18. It was
over, together with the good prospect
emphasized.
Rpjiltl,. WhhIi.. Nov. 18 Whilejtery before interment, declare there
is
owned
mine
Piedmont
been
have
would
The
rSjon
acceptable,
The cabinet meeting was described evident when the national conservawe had for a satisfactory deal for Ari- some
anxiety is felt of !rte for the was an American among them. Franan- by the Rocky Mountain Fuel company There is a large proportion of the
zona and New Mexico lands, and evlfl "ot ,n
by secretaries as a general discussion tion congress met today in its fifth
cis
he
hospital.
down
since
and
the
to
Vilhialniur
of
Stel'anson
closed
be
which
been
tive
has
appears
safety,
population
of the situation without any concrete nual convention, that a sharp fight
erything pointed to a deal for six or Hie
The statement of Roberto V.
of the strike on Septeni- keenly aive to the necessity of bring-beCanadian Arctic exploration expeseven million dollars, which would
conclusion being reached, The gen- was contemplated on federal policies inauguration
agent of the constitutionalists
to
end
23.
an
and
conditions
ing
present
to
await
the
contend
be
who
to
frozen
the
seems
he
led
into
which
those
trouble."
dition
the
delegates
by
eral disposition
in Washington, defending as legal the
here this morning of which looks on intervention as the have solved
arrival
The
is
confidence.
with
the
usurping
said
Mr. Yoakum
that
Washington government
Chicago, north some months ago, It was said executions of federals by Pancho Vildevelopments
.7. Boughton,
judge advo-- ! ony relief in eight,
the rights of the states to regulate Colonel E.
Rock Island and Pacific railroad lost
had been la, since taking Juarez, is characterized
that, nothing
seem to be
who has been conferring several
here
officials
Mexican
eate,
was
it here today
It
reportown
their
In Conference Again.
possessions.
to the convinced thut the United States is heavily by the deal through which
rise
disas- here by Mexican federal officials as
has
in
indicated
given
which
Denver,
Heard
days
VMYS.
recently
William
committee
appointed early that the
of the Frisco in
Nogales, Sonora, Nov. IS.
positively at variance with facts.
for the bluffing and are quoted as stating that acquired control
court
a
belief
that
military
exwater
ter to the party.
power probis quoted as saying that the
By this deal, the Rock Island
Bayard Hale, President Wilson's per- ed to consider the
law
no
with
be
will
of
there
satisfied
all
trial
charged
are
persons
tiey
and Francisco lem had failed to agree and that the
sonal representative,
The three ships carry ini? the
changed $120 of its own slock and
rebels are only executing men found
the
with
connection
affairs.
their
with
in
coaljarme(j
interference
violation
bonds
for each $100.00 share of
majority would recommend a revision
Escudero, General Carranza's minister
and scientists, the whalers Kar-lu- guilty by court marlin! of treason in
convene .in a tew days.
A gnguar faot noticenble here and
Six years later the
the government's conservation strike, will
of foreign relations, began at noon to- of
and Belvedere and 1he steam participating iu (he uprising in Mexheld in abeyance, much commented on by foreigner resi-- Frisco stock.
now
are
Plans
being
Island sold its Frisco hold schooner Mary Sachs, were last seen ico in which Madero was killed.
day what was regarded as probably methods.
final decision by Governor dents is tne continued aosence ui any K()(,k
The state's rights advocates will pending a
to Yoakum, Edward llawley, by Captain Backland, whose own vesCel. Enrique Portillo. one of the men
ings
the final conference of the diplomatic
unwillbe
to
is
Mexiwho
Amnions
reported
spirit among the
opposition. This
James Campbell and a syndicate for sel was lost in the ice at Point Bar- executed, was In the field with Orozco
courts
civil
parleys between the American govern- - meet with strenuous in
allow
the
to
at
of
certain
present
can populace, The efforts
the speech of ing
at Casas Grandes.
100 miles south
$37.50 a share. Mr. Yoakum said that
Backlanrt said
ment and the Mexican constitutional- was made apparent
to be superceded.
native newspapers to stir up such the Rock Island securities that enter- row in August. had found a lead in of Juarez at that only
hv Venustiano Carranza Charles Lathrop Pack, retiring presitime, and Jose Corboats
it0
Saturarrested
union
success.
miners,
Seven
little
with
met
have
declared
who
not
feeling
were
the
of
ed Into the $120 payment
organization,
ice east of Point Harrow and dova, another victim of the execuEscuerdo announced that Carranza - dent
day night by the militia for boarding a Similar efforts at the time of the worth par, but that the Rock Island the
was preparing an exhaustive manifes- "enemies" sought to make it appear street car and attacking four nonsteamed
away to the northeast before tion, was secretary to Pascual Orozco
Madero revolution rilled the streets lost
meant reservation
heavily.
to regarding the position of the con- that conservation
he started for Seattle. Nothing has at Chihuahua. Pablo Ybave, one of the
a Hearing in of the
were
miners
of
lower
given
the
union
mobs
with
resour-mestido-capital
natural
and the locking up of
D. E. Brown, examiner for the Inter- been seen or heard of them since they Juarez policeman, was In Juarez at
stitutionalist leaders both on the
police court this morning and released classes led by students who shouted
affairs of ces for future generations.
and international
state commerce commission, today dropped from the view of the lookout that time. This Is general knowledge
fine.
a
small
with
movein El Paso and It is also generally
Credit for the conservation
that in the stationed at that point.
Mexico.
n
exn ain the difference 'in sent!-- ! made public data showing
Would Have State Mines.
The supposition here among those known that at least, five of the 14 men
last ten vears $32,000,000 had been
It was stated also that preparations ment in Canada was given the United
of
the
to
character
the
ment
due
as
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 18. Petitions
wore being made to remove the head-- ' States by James White, deputy head
plans Is whom the rebels now admit executing,
to paid by the Frisco, to New York and familiar with Stefansson's
have been placed in circulation here present controversy, which fails
of the constitutionalist's of the Canadian conservation
and that his ships were frozen in. It is were not in Mexico City at the time
St. Louis bankers as interest
quarters
of
the
people.
Mr. White expressed hope for a for the initiation of a law, to be voted enlist the sympathy
government back to
commissions.
possible even that they have been of the uprising, and Mexican Consul
which the
Owing to the menacing of the town
mosillo, capital of Sonora. Carranza convention between Great Britain and on at the next election, by
crushed, as they were not built to re- Dibold asserts' that none of the offi
maintained both civil and mill-- i the United States for international state will be empowered to engage In of Arizona by the rebels and the coni,a
sit t the ice pressure; but Stefansson cers executed were In Mexico City at
the mining of coal on lanus owned by sequent threatening of communication
LABORERS
was prepared to take to the ice in that the time of the uprising.
tary headquarters here since negotia protection to migratory birds.
After working several hours today, the state. Similar petitions will be cir- between the federal camps and Vera
Tampico Reported Taken.
tions with the Washington governand there Is no more reason to
event
TO-DA- Y
IN
STRIKE
Galveston, Tex., Nov. 18. Tampico,
the water power committee failed to culated in other cities of the state. Cruz, foreigners are flocking to the
ment began.
fee' anxiety for him, his friends say,
a
see
backis
numbers.
in
of
coast
Labor
of
Pinchot
views
Gifford
They
large
Mexico, has fallen into the hands of
The state Federation
A renewal of the exchange
SOUTH AFRICA than there was months ago.
agree on a report.
possibility of being bottled up in
between William Bayard Hale, on be- and Henry L. Stimson, former seere- - ing the proposed law.
The fourth Stefansson ship, the constitutionalists, according to an un
Vera
to
train
Mexico City and every
Is frozen in near shore east of confirmed wireless message received
half of President Wilson and Venusti-- ! tary of war, would, it was reported
Durban, Natal, Union of South Afri- Alaska,
Cruz is loaded to Its capacity.
here today. The message was believed
ano Carranza, chief of the Mexican sign one report, and Dr. George J
Point Barrow.
Inof
18.
East
The
Nov.
strike
ca,
of
the
command
Colonel Ramirez, in
to have been relayed to Galveston
constitutionalists, was expected some Swain, of Harvard and others of the SUIT BROUGHT
the
to
laborers
today
dian
spread
garrison at Orizaba, is fortifying the
through the steamer Minnesotan.
time today despite rumors to the con- committee would sign another.
UP THE
BREAK
TO
of
one
coast.
every
south
Practically
Didn't Have Money Enough.
THANKSGIUING
strategetic points about the city and
trary. Hales' negotiations were said
blood
of
Indian
East
workmen
150,000
JEWELER TRUST reports to the government that he will
Chicago, 111., Nov. 18. Mrs. J. H.
to have brought to light a difference
at
his
EXCLUSIUE
tools
in
down
laid
has
Natal
NOT
NAVY
be able to resist any attack by the
Francis, whose husband Is reported
of opinion which might deadlock diplo- BRITISH
noon.
in Mexico, expressed doubt
FETE
CATHOLIC
missing
matic exchanges. No intimation of
KEEP CANAL
New York, Nov. 18. The govern- rebels.
TO
been
have
at Thus far the strikers
A battle was fought yesterday
here today that he had been in that
retailer and the
the nature of this difference has been
to
aid
the
suit
ment's
but
serious
OPEN TO TRADE individual purchaser of jewelry by Ario de Rosales in the state of Micho-aca- comparatively peaceable
country. He was at rTbme three weeks
given by either side. It was apparent,
at any moWashington, D. C, Nov. 18 Protes- ago, she said, and did not have
between fifty federal soldiers and disorders may break out
of
combination
enough
an
out
have
of
however, that it was an important one
alleged
the
tant
capital
wiping
clergymen
to ment.
to take him to the Rio Grande.
and until the intimation was given at
Loudon, Nov. 18. "I am voicing manufacturers and jobbers was filed 350 rebels. The rebels are said
launched a protest against the official
111
Indians
East
the
among
feeling
field
the
after
that the opinion of a large merchant ship- today in the United States district have withdrawn from
constitutionalist
headquarters
Germany Lining Up.
by atmosphere they contend is thrown
22 dead has been considerably augmented
wuiuu a&aiu
interests in tjityiug iuai wc icij w court. Its aim to destroy the alleged three hours fighting, leaving
naie ana
Berlin, Nov. IS. "The retirement of
the annual
first 'about
The
two
incidents
one
federal
wounded.
yesierua.
Only
mass here in St. Pat - ;General Huerta from the provisional
today, there was some doubt that our COstly navy to prepare measures control now executed by the middle- and many
Ciudad Victoria, was the death from flogging of a coal Thanksgiving
t keep the Panama canal always open man over the jewelry business of the is reported killed.
there would be another conference.
rick's church. The service usually presidency of Mexico is now the
20
miles
in
mine
laborer
Dundee,
)
the capital of Tamaulipas, reported
to restore order in that
Several officials expressed the belief-- t0 British shipping," declared CharleB country.
north of Ladysmith. The second wasjis attended by the president, mem (surest way
that today might see the conclusion of Stuart Nairne, representative of exThe defendants are members of the several days ago as captured by the the arrest ot 2 000 East Indians, who bers of the cabinet, justices of the su- country," said an editorial today in
r
the negotiations between President tensive Scotch shipping interests, in National Wholesale Jewelers associa- rebels, is alleged in dispatches pubto cross from the Trans- preme court, the diplomatic corps anaiine lageoiaii, wuicn nereioiore
attacked
American
in
Wilson's envoy and the constitution- an address before the Royal United tion and of the National Association lished here today to have been just attempted
Wilson
the
President
ily
policy
dignitaries.
Natal.
is said to be vaal into
of Manufacturing Jewelers. It is al- attacked, and fighting
alists; but no opinions were verified Service institution here today.
has accepted an invitation to attend 'Mexico.
in the suburbs. The garrison
The newspaper quotes approvingly
as to what the definite result of the
the
this year.
Hay Pauncefote leged that they circulated lists so that going on
"Despite
600
to
number
is
believed
of
the
city
conferences would be.
IN CONGRESS! The Rev. R. H. McKIm, former presi-- , the report that the German minister
DAY
treaty," said Mr. Nairne, "the world no retailer or syndicate of retail or
THE
federals.
Much interest was expressed here is now faced by a fortified Panama department store, or mail order house
Mexico, has advised Huerta to ac- ,
jdent of the Episcopal house of depu-j- has yet been
No announcement
today In Escudero's plain declaration canal instead of one entirely for the could deal directly with manufacturof a resolution ad jcept the American proposals.
the
author
is
ties,
Senate
Manuel
to
successor
to
a
of last night that the lifting of the benefit of the commerce of all nations, ers and get the benefit of jobbing made as
opted today by the Episcopalian, wan-Not in session; meets Thursday.
,
;'c Ta
Garza Aldape as minister of the inteembargo by the United States govern-- 1 j see nothing to prevent the United prices.
'
eran, Baptist and Disciples or unrist
Moheno
ment on the exportation ot arms ana States senate from closing the Pana
of the ar-the
Claude Thompson, special assistant rior. The removal of Querido
concluding
paragraphs
butlclergy and. which: will .be considered
ammunition was no longer viewed as ma canal at will against those having United States attorney, said today, from the foreign ministry to that of currency caucus and adjournment
m
by
Presbyterian
conclusions.
no
..The poIi(icaI power ot the Monroe
essential to the success of the consti- eaual rights in its use, if such a that eighty per cent of the defendants interior and the appointment of Pedro reached
"The attendanc e of our ch.e
House.
,
doctrine
tutionalist movement.
says the paper, "is now
course appears to their interest. I re-- already had consented to discontinue
net,
cab
of
his
members
and
meets
Not in session;
Thursday.
jtrate
over the Huerta
b
(Continued on Page Four.)
The victories
this as a serious situation If ndt such practice.
gard
moreover assuming an economic as- ,after 'ef' Say8f to
forces at Juarez and elsewhere were an entire breach of faith by the United
:
i'
believed to have occasioned the state- States government."
the Roman claim that the service
Into the
ment.
Thank.-- ,
of
official
celebration
the
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Carranza Is Admitted Leader.
HAS
in our national
LEWIS
SENATOR
capital,
day
giving
18.
General
South America Approves.
Nogales, Sonora, Nov.
STENOGRAPHER ARRESTED.
This fact has been understood in the
Carranza had a long talk this after18. The
to
the
Mass., Nov.
and
abroad
Worcester,
'States
nited
give
18.
New
Nov.
N.
Sidney
Y.,
York,
noon by telephone with General Villa
off" policy toward Mexico by
and
"hands
church
Catholic
a
Roman
arrested
prestige
the
stenographer
at Juarez. It was said that Villa ex- Moulthrop,
to- .
on a
of forgery made by Sena
the pre - eminence over all other churches, the United States was commended
As some one remarked, one of the'ening or tomorrow morning
R
pressed his willingness to abide by tor J.charge
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,
U
Illinois,
Hamilton Lewis,
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t
l
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any orders from Carranza and that waived extradiation
umoo
n.umcu
IU
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Lauirnmnitou
wiuor
mine
i"ian
querque to Gallup and from there 'the color of an give
other insurgent chiefs in Chihuahua
official function.
jence at Clark university, as one of
i . o
and to
TT
where the marshal will meet thorn
.,
lfL
,v.
H,,.iu,ili
Mrahi
"
state were also in sympathy with the his examination this afternoon
-r
...,. h1VR n. seventv-fiv- e
1
WBpetn
"We nrotest aeaiust the attempt- to lite mo&t important steps ever taken
to Washing-return
to
mile march
said
wanted
;
he
.
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.
o
i
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in
chief.
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iAnin
commander
constitutionalist
General Hugh Scott, commanding
Roman Catholic festival in a 'relations between. the United States
.
,..-- ro. hp inimis in iiidnc tut juu""-- ;
ntvnnmr non hoon
United States troops on boarder patrol vuu
'U
heToh- - - r that rncle Sam has decided to send (guard at
Ameno..
service
will
entirely out of harmony w n j.na boo
'not
but
probably
been
El
designated,
Paso,
arrived this afternoon from
aucea to normal strength, and fears
The policy has aroused the greatof the genius of our conn- troops to catch 'em.
the
n.vnlrv
with
history
back
take
would
Moulthrop
was
ably
me in- joe two
his headquarters. No explanation
This is the latest development inl'or a ge neral uprising among
K.;try and the spirit and purpose of the jest admiration among South American
offered for his visit here at this time. out delay.
countries,' said Mr. Montt, "and if a
daV.
the situation at Shlprock, San Juan
T
and
Ft,
Tjinnn.
swlrtan
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voice to the wide-- similar policy had been pursued in the
to
of rioting
desire
the
"We
give
following
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county,
FAMOUS VOCAL TEACHER
REFUSE MOTION TO
mls- are arreBt, however, has led to the action worth.
Iudians who
spread feeling of indignation among past, it would have prevented the
Bliss Gets Request.
DIES TODAY, AGED 87 YEARS laid against eleven
TRIAL BEGINS
QUASH;
the war department as told in the
and misapprenension
of America understanding
Protestants
to have swooped down on
of
millions
is;
alleged
n
Vnv
D!:
ash ntfon,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 18. Judge J. London, Nov. 18. Madame Mathilde Indian agency and taken away women following Assoc ated Press dispatchs
have
;again8t the efforts of the Roman press jthat the people of
A. Riner, in the United 'States dist- de Castrone MarchesI, probably the
as witnesses against mem. received this afternoon:
io
Koman
tne
exp.ou
,.o..b
lomu
iaetamea
nierarcny
the,and
rict court here today denied a motion most tamous vocai xeacner in iuo jThe trouble grew out of plural mar
El Paso, Nov. 18. Two troops nf'nuest for cavalrymen to subdue Beau-'th...c...v,. "...
presence ot our cniei raasrairaici iuc ui v m
to quash the indictments against Lieu- world, died today at the age of 87.
ravoinr wra Ardered from Kl Paso belligerent Navajos fnrtified on
about a closer
.
.......... .. .). Intended to- brine
MQf
men
and
medicine
customs,
riage
...v,
near
i
H,
Shlprock,
Mountain
tlful
this
tenant Jos L. WIer, U. S. A. and his She was born at
New
to
Mexico,
morning
Gallup,
Detween
siracuu.
"booze."
are convinced has only been intended reiatlonsnip
rred
bee
deArmond
has
'Mathand
the
States
marshal
"
Mildred
was
United
Wier,
name
the
to
and her maiden
was
wife,
assist
praised
South
America,
depa2
and
North
courtesv
of
and
wUI)
act
an
good
The Indians brought back from Ship-roc- of New Mexico In
.
defendants were placed on trial. The ilda Graumann. She was originally
President
arresting Indians ment to Brigadier nfGeneral
iior tne purpose ot Elorifvino: the Ro- in letters sent today by
the border natrol.
niioo nnmnandpr
gave their names as follows:
officer and his wife are charged with a concert singer, but joined the Vienna
wno were tnreaieiuiie uvuuiw ui omp- - onoo.
church
and giving this Wilson and Secretary of State Bryan.
Catholic
man
the
know
who
Navajos
CeClah
officers
Mrs.
H.
J.
of
were
Bega,
the thefts of gowns
Army
rock. New Mexico. The troops
conservatory as a teacher in 1S54. She
service an official characterization It The latter hopes to be able to attend
'
De Net Chll Le.
cil, the alleged theft having been com- aftetrward taught in Paris, Cologne
ordered out by General Bliss, at San do not expect a serious time in
at least one session of the conference.
does not and cannot possess."
the fugitives.
and Vienna.
mitted at Fort Mackenzie, Wyo.
At Do La.
and will leave here this
i
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THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

TRY THESE

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
B
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

WINTER GROCERY CO
PHOITE 40.

J

CLEANSES YOUR HAIR
MAKES IT BEAUTIFUL

VALUING OF RAILROADS

It Becomes Thick, Wavy, Lustrous and
All Dandruff Disappears Hair

HAS BEGUN

life-pr-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Goal

iRffWAW

SWASTIKA LUMP..
CERRILLOS LUMP

THE EDUCATIONAL
SPECIAL AT WORK

SAWED WOOD

rnnn vunnn

.re a mt rrAi

1

Wood

' FACTORY WOOD

1,200

TO DO

MEN DETAILED
JUDGE

E.

PROUTY IS

THE

THE LIGHT-

stations and all their other property
has actually begun by the sending
out of 150 surveying parties consisting,
of 120O men to make a detailed rail
road map of the United States. Judge
Charles E. Prouly, for many years a
member of the interstate commerce
commission, is in charge of the job.
"When this job is done," said he,
"we will be able to tell the physical
facts about every mile of. road, how
much has been made, how much of it
is til, what kind of material has been
used, what kind of ballast, the bridges,
culverts and all physical facts."
The action of the interstate com
merce commission in noiaing aown
railroad rates to reasonable limits has
made railroad properties less at
tractive in the eyes of Wall street
speculators, and by the time the phys
ical valuation is completed there is
in
no doubt that public sentiment
which Wall street will acquience
will favor government ownership of
all railroads. This is the next big
public move.

j

i

0. ru)f
IWL

pti

.

N THESE DAYS OP MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant snot on earth
ODS,

tor father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER
j

N

j

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing;
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

ss

LINE

If '

"

--

eTight!

Sd

j

CI flS

PHONE 19 "W

My clothing Irritated my
body. The eczema dis
figured my face very much
and Itched so that I lost much sleep and
couldn't work while It lasted.
"I used many modicum but none of them
t:mk any effect. The disease lasted nearly
two months before I used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. I first washed with the Cuticura Soap, then applied the Cuticura
Ointment to the parts afTectod. The Cutl-ir- a
Soap and Ointment gave me mucb
n lief within two weeks and they proved a
perfect cure in a month." ( signed ) J. O.
C'orlett, Nov. IB, 1912.
For red, rough, chapped and bleeding
hands, itcliing, burning palms, and pahiful
finger-end- s
with shapeless nails, a onenigh&
Cuticura treatment works wonders. Soak
hands, on retiring, in hot water and Cuticura
Soap.
Dry, anoint with Cuticura Ointment
and wear soft bandages or old, loose gloves
during the night. Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold, everywhere. Sample of each
mailed free, with 3
Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
49Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it best for.skin andscalo.

THE

I

per
" "
" lb.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

" My eczema
Bryden, Ore.
began by
forming small Notches over my neck and
shoulders, aiso on my face and Iator became
rough and scaly. First It
appeared In blotches, then
It came In pimples and
lastly it appeared In a sort
of a rash. It Itched and
burned so terribly that I
scratched It and mule sores.

,

Meat, $3.50
$2.50
$ .05
$ .03

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

NING RODS ARE UP.

(By Gil&m Gardner.)
Washington, A C, Nov. IS. Tuo
big task of aluing the railroads of
the United Stales their 250,(100 miles
oi trackage, their rolling stock, their

....
...

Ground Charcoal,

Blotches on Neck and Shoulders,
Also on Face.
Rough and Scaly.
Lost Much Sleep.
Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Proved Perfect Cure.

IN CHARGE

Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 18. The edu
cational special of the Santa Fe railANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
way spent the day in the Carlsbad
project, stopping at Malaga, Otis, and
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Carlsbad. The train carried eleven
cars and showed silo and silage equip
ment, dairy cows and appliances, a
writes as follows:
fine poultry exhibit, and a well
"Dear Sir: I have lost my wife.
domestic science car. Three
Some time ago 1 advertised for a wife,
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.
has
is
and
The
agricultural department
dairy cows, Holstein, Guernsey,
I
Short Horn,, all splendid specimens sued a valuable bulletin advisim; and lot of women wrote to me.
MISSOURI-PACIF- IC
RAILWAY CO.
out- a
came
and
she
one'
;Picked
it
is
of
to
were brought and used
the practice
demonstrate housekeeping and
wicked chicken dealers to feed mar auu visueu my msiei. i inu uuuteu
the talk on dairvine.
)ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
iher to everybody and we were
L. L. Johnson gave a practical talk ket chickens red pepper until their ap
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
on poultry on the farm. H. 51. Bainer petite is highly accentuated and then
"How Jong do you think she lived
gave an interesting talk on better to feed them a mixture of fine meal with me?"
in
fine
white
sand,
and
resulting
an
advocated
of
farming
diversity
"She stayed by my bed and board
SHORTEST LINE TO
crops. J. H. Simpson talked on dairy- Ailing the chicken's craw with several seven days. That's all. Then she flow
houseof
which
the
ounces
for
imsand,
ing, first calling attention to the
the coop. Now what I want to know
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
portance of this industry in the devel keeper pays at the rate of 20 cents i is how can I free myself from this
meat.
tho
Watch
as
chicken
opment of the country. He next ex pound
woman. I voted for you last November
Where Direct Connections are Made
plained the different breeds of dairy chicken crawB!
when everybody said you were not gocattle and the purpose of each. J. D.
ing to be elected, and I want you to
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
In words of one syllable the Wilsc n help me."
Tinsley closed with a talk on the silo
and its uses in farm development. administration's
modified
policy in
Since the governor's office is not
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
The domestic science car was given dealing with the Central and South handing out divorces it will prob
to
over
were
the
ladies
and
"We
are
is
talks
this:
American republic
ably instruct Mr. Paterson how to ob- will find every want anticipated in the modern high-clamade by Miss Amanda Stoltzfus and against dictators!" Or, as the diplo tain one.
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Miss Pearl Miller on cooking and malic language tne presiaeni pnrass
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
home welfare subjects. This work it: "When it is made clear that a
was highly interesting and did much successful adventurer cannot count on
Every Woman
Is Interested and should
the women in the Carlsbad pro recognition by the United States, it is
for
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
know about the wonderful
ject.
hoped that this fact will act as a
Wkirlsg Sarar
Denver '& Rio Grande-Wester- n
Points
THROUGH
in
and
Central
on
officials
revolutions
the
train
the
with
check
Among
Douche
Pacific Rail wav-Th- e
Royal
Mexican
were:
America."
F. L, Bacon, South
papers
during the day
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
and
in charge of please copy.
colonization agent
am n rmii
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
Ask yottrdrugglst for V
the train; general superintendent G.
ft. line cannot supC. V. Spencer, genC. Starkweather;
Anyone anxious for the details in ply theno MARVEL,
otner, duc
eral milk agent; Supt. J. E. McMahon; regard to Representative Oscar W. accept
send stamp tor book.
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
G. R. Smith, J. li. Pope, chief clerk of Underwood's legislative
record will MirveiCa..44E.23St..H.l.
the Santa Fe agricultural department. find a valuable sidelight In the tribute
The train returned to Texas on Mon- paid Underwood by Colonel Mulhall
day and continued over the various during the hearings before the lobby
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
lines of the Santa Fe where it will be committee. Underwood was cordially
for several weeks.
endorsed by Mulhall and the National
Association of Manufacturers as a
friend of their assoication and an op
WENT TO TEA AND
NEVER MET A SOUL ponent of "radical labor legislation.
THE SANITARY
In the December "Woman's Home For details write to Lynn Haines, sec- - 5
retary of the National Voters league, $ SHORTOBDERRESTflURHHT
'Companion" Christine Terhune
This enp.R also $
writes a most interesting article too wrnnHward TtlHo-L. A. HUGHES,
L. POLLARD,
J. CRICIiTON,
REGULAR MEALS.
"The Hostess
entitled
and Her in regard to the record of any other
Guests" an article full of facts and congressman about whom constituents
President.
Secretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
Open Day
sound practical advice. Following is are curious.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
an extract giving an account of a tea
The Presidential Lightning Rod club
party to which the author was invited,
Special Dinner Parties.
and where, owing to the blunder of her is now flying the Charles E. Hughes
hostess, she did not meet a single kite. Little Ben Franklin Cummins
and Little Thomas Edison Borah think
person:
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
"I recall very clearly a tea I they feel the electricity coming down
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE, - m
&
attended where I knew absolutely no the string and all the
fine.
it
are
up
whooping
boys
one
save
the
hostess.
From
her
place
(INCORPORATED)
at the head of the receiving line she
qj
uvnvp
The nation's capital spent last year
greeted me when I entered and after
3
a brief exchange of civilities, cut short on highways and parks $2,201,470, and
$10
by the pressure of guests behind me, to prevent sickness and death
she said hospitably: "Go back into 920, leaving 2500 people to die ot
DESCRIPTION.
LUMBER OF
the dining room and get something to avoidable or postponable causes. Coneat. You will And some pleasant
gress is responsible for. the governthere.'
ment of Washington. The citizens of
a
BuildRoofing
Shingles, Cement,
'I went out and I found the pleasant the district have no vote.
people at least, they looked pleas
of
Description.
ing
ant but they were all strangers. A
The recent visit of President Wil
waiter handed me a cup of tea and son to Mobile was made the occasion
passed me a sandwich and a piece of for a Panama canal celebration. All
cake. With these I retired to a corner the speeches were on this subject and
and ate and drank while I looked the listeners from farther north heard
about me for someone as evidently a with some surprise that the man reGENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
stranger as myself. There was not sponsible for the present successful
one! All were gathered in cheerful completion of this work is John B.
groups, chatting gaily, and I hesitated Morgan, of Alabama, aided by Colonel
to thrust my presence in where it Seibert, of Alabama.
jjgjr1 Your Business Solicited."
The names of
I conapparently was not needed.
Goethals, Gorgas or Roosevelt were
THE REAL ARTICLE !
sumed my food, chuckling the while not mentioned as having anything to
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
::
to
Phone 100 and 35 W.
to think how I had rushed myself
do with the work. Governor O'Neill
NO COMPOUND!
get dressed and to the tea, and then delivered a speech entitled "Alabama
made my way to the door, saying Did It." The, provincial appeal is the
ALSO
farewell to my hostess en route. She
one still in some parts of the
was the only person with whom I had strong
country.
exchanged a remark during my stay
A full line of
in the house.
The price of wheat is 77 cents a
"Here was an example of a hostess bushel this year as compared with
Maple
who did not know her business. It 83.8 a bushel a year ago, and accord
should be impossible for anyone to un
ing to the official figures of the agri
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
dergo such an experience as mine, and cultural department the crop is 753,- Cane
-did
not
or
fact
it
embarras
the
that
233,000, as compared with 730,267,000
'The West Point of the Southwest.
me
was
the
hostess's
luck
wound
good
on
a year ago. With the prices of corn,
and my own."
buckwheat, potatoes, etc., so much
Ranked as "Distinguished
Delicious Cakes
higher than a year ago the unusual deInstitution " by the U S.
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
is
in
wheat
!
puzzling
prices
pression
FOR CATARRH THAT
War Department.
experts. The mere fact that the crop
CONTAIN MERCURY is a little more bountiful does not exLocated in the beautiful Pecos
;as mercury will surely destroy the plain the great falling off In prices and
Valley. 8,700 reettbove set level,
sense of smell and completely derange probably the administration will have
sunshine every day. Opes air
the whole system when entering it to answer the question whether the
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
through the mucous surfaces. Such tariff and the removal of the duty
HOME-MADand mental development are
BREAD,
articles should never be used except against Canadian wheat has anything
IDEAL such as cannot be found
on prescriptions from reputable physi to do with it.
elsewhere Id America. Fourcians, as the damage they will do Is
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
teen officers and Instructors, all
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Eastfrom
standard
(radiates
are handled exclusivelyby us
Hall's Catarrh WANTS GOVERNOR
derive from them.
Ten budlng,
ern colleges.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
modern in every respect.
OUT
TO HELP HIM
& Co.. Toledo. O., contains no mercury.
BegenU :
land is taken internally, acting directly
GET THE HABIT!
E. A. CAHOON, President.
Lansing. Mich., Nov. 18. There are
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
J. S. RHEA,
In buying Hall's hundreds of people in Michigan who
of the system.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the seem to think the governor of the
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. FIN LAY.
genuine. It is taken Internally and state the proper person to whom to
made in Toledo, Ohio, by P. J. Cheney tell their domestic woes.
e Per particular! and illustrated
Is from a
The latest
& Co., Testimonial free.
address,
Sold by druggists.
Price ?5c per farmer who says his name is Gus Patbottle.
erson, and who Uvea In Nestorta.
COL.JAiW.WILLSON.Sipt.
Paterson lost his wife and wants
Take Hall's Family Fills for consti
the governor to help him And her. Ha
innnnrwuwwuuwuiruwuuvruii
pation.
-

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

THE WORK

CHICKEN
RECORD

18, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

Stops Coming Out.

Surely try a "Danderine Hair
Cleanse" If you wish to immediately
double the beauty of your hair. Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time; this
will cleanse the hair of dust, dirt or
any excessive oil in a few minutes
you will be amazed. Your hair will be
wavy, fluffy and abundant and possess
an incomparable softness, lustre and
lux'iiriance.
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of Danderine dissolves every
particle of dandruff; invigorates the
scalp, stopping itching and falling
hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh
showers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilerating, stimulating and
ducing properties cause the hair to
grow long, strong and beautiful.
You can surely have pretty, soft,
(lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you will
just get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any drug store or
let counter and try it as directed.

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

er

i

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

Majestic Cafe j

MULLIGAN & RISING.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
license Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

M-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

r

)

Her-Iric- k

.

and Night.

Lumber and Transfer Co.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Be6t
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

the-jobs-

xnuuvuTJ-inruuuuvinruinr-

HEADQTJABTERS TOR

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

104 DON

1,-

EVERY

peo-jpl- e

1

and

Plaster,
Materials Every

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

FRESH
NEW YORK;
BUCKWHEAT

ASK FOR

YOUR FREIGHT

TICKETS--SHI- P

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

FLOUR

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

.

Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup to spread
the

East

The

Best Ni'Atoiiiior
West
Route

KI2sF

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

it makes

WARNER'S

!

E

THE

eata-egn-

I

modern

fine

eOMINGt
In

a few days we will open

A

FIRST-CLAS-

S

STUDlO'flt 249 San Francisco Street.'under the
supervision of Mr. Gray. Watch for

personal
the opening announcement.

THE GRAY STUDIO
--

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER.

Santa Fe

r

7

Albuquerque

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

18, 1913.

ANOTHER WHITE
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ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL TELLS OF WORK

OF THE SECOND MISSIONARY CONGRESS

jure

TUC
OF

RCFCT

MAN

L

CONVENTION.

LABOR

4T THF

H.

r.

"Thanks to the second missionary .convention and to whom much of Its striking addresses, Archbishop Quig'congress, the east has learned much of success is due. His eminence was so ley, of Chicago, who is chancellor of IT'S CHARLIE DO THIS AND CHARLIE DO THAT THE COMMITTEE'S
SLOGAN IS "LET CHARLIE DO IT" AND CHARLIE DOES,
the needs or our great Southwest, de- - kind to all of us so thoughtful and so the Catholic Church hxtension bociety,
de-jclared His Grace, the Most Rev. J. Ii. hospitable that we were loath to aroused great enthusiasm when he
'pitaval today, in discussing the three leave Boston at the close of the
that he rejoiced at the evi- j I'ecial Correspondence.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 18. Charles
days' Besslon he attended in Boston,
jdave. His address of welcome was a dence the assemblage afforded that"In point of number," he continued, peculiarly happy one. After citing the the first American Catholic .Mission- Doyle, chairman oi the committee ot
"this congress eclipsed all conclaves (advancement made by the church lu'ary congress was neither a mistake arrangements, hasn't had his coat on
iof its kind ever held in this country. Boston, which numbers a million souls, nor a failure. He 'pointed out that its or the rest of his clothes off since tho
His Eminence,
Cardinal ,the cardinal paid a mighty tribute to object was to arouse a wider and deep- - convention started. Why? lie's been
;I2esides
of Ihejer interest in the missions of the working,
jO'Conuoll, who was our gracious host, the personal representative
and the Most Rev. John Bouzano, the! Holy Father, the papal degate to the! church and to bring about a better
' '
seven 'congress, the beloved Monsignor Bon- understanding of their condition term-,'papal delegates, there were
!
in their improvement. Proof
archbishops, over sixty bishops, andjzano. The cardinal declared it a
'thousands of delegates in attendance, (position of divine providence that the; that these objects were accomplished.
r
(There were representatives from all;' bearer of this exalted commission the distinguished archbishop of
of this
the United States, Canada, Cuba. Ishould himself be a missionary 'whojeago found in the
American Missionary congress.
known the hardships and sacri-onRico, the Philippines, from
"The missions in the Southwest owe
missionary flees of mission life in China.' His
fope and from
eminence paid a tribute, also, to 'the much to Archbishop Quigley, who has
llields in Asia.
"It was a wonderful gathering and; priests, the lay delegates and the proved a friend in our hour of need,
its influence will doubtless be of world- heroes fresh from the mission fields, and who is ever at work to devise new
'wide significance.
r
better means for aiding the misjwho bore the battle scars of
sions and for extending the great work
"The numerous addresses by mis- joined conflict.'
chancel-- ;
The Papal Delegate.
jof the society of which he is
jslonaries from the field of battle stirDelegates who can't find their ho"H WU Hi Grot IllOofinor fnf llinllV lOr."
iha haarfa nt 1, a nnnnla rf
ls; delegates who don t like their
east, and awakened in them new de Iof us with the papal delegate. Arch-- !
Archbishop Pitaval stated that the
sires to help those struggling to preach bishop Bonzano, whose presence at Boston newspapers lent a helping hotels; delegates who want to locate
the gospel and made them understand the congress indeed proved to be both hand in spreading light on the mission- - other delegates; delegates who can t.
as never before the hardships that are !an inspiration and a guidance. Wear- - ary work and by printing long extracts find their places in the parade; delefrom the addresses of the prelates
braved even in America, land of mag-- ;ing the papa,! gold and white, the
gates who run round in circles all
knowl- are set
bishop was a striking figure in the and priests who gave
development.
right by Charlie Dovle. Dovle
fields
of
of
chosen
labor.
their
Cardinal O'Connell.
procession which followed the ser- edge
arranges for the meeting halls; Dovle
"I cannot praise too highly the work vices held at the cathedral.
looks after the decorations; Doyle
Friend of Missions.
of the great and good cardinal of Bos-Mexican Want Ads. always gages orchestras and bands; Dovle
"Of the many prelates who delivered bring results.
ton who was general chairman of the
Try it.
rounds up automobiles. It's Charlie
do this and Charlie do that all day
(long. The slogan of the rest, of the
is "Let Charlie do it." But
OUR GREAT ALASKAN EMPIRE CAN NEVER BE DEVELOPED UNTIL UNCLE committee
Charlie" Doyle, Chairman of the
Doyle is strong and levelheaded, and
Committee of Arrangements for the
he says one hour's sleep In 24 is
A. F. of L. Convention.
enough for any man.
SAM ROBS NORTHERN ROUTE OF ITS
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TERRORS.

Commissioner Sawyer Finds Frightfully Inefficient Lighthouse and Buoy Service Provided by the United States
On This "Coast Line of Death."

lights.
One lighthouse tender, a little boat
called the Columbine, no bigger than
a deep-setug, acts as tender along
reminded one of
the entire 27,000 miles of coast line! A dense fog which
Old Lunnuu' town, set in at 10 o'clock
Navigating Alaskan waters Is pretty lust
and held sway until 8:50
much of a continuous gamble, with big a. m. night
A fog, says the weather
today.
odds on the side that sooner or later
man, is a cloud coming close to earth.
every captain will have to explain be- Santa Feans who were out last night
fore the board of examiners why he know what, it feels like to walk
"lost his ship."
through clouds which dimmed even
Three great passenger steamers the headlights of motor cars, rehave been lost on the Alaskan coast duced the electric lights to candle
this year. In fact, wrecks are so nu- brilliancy and "steamed"
the commerous that liners have from two to plexion of every one.
drills every trip!
four
was
The
yesterday
But the loss of life in Alaskan from 14 temperature
to 56
the average
waters has been small In comparison rolativA liitmifllfvdegrees;
K'
wn
Tlip nrp- to the loss of ships, since most of the c,'pltatlon
the last 2
hours
during
wrecks have occurred when a vessel ,showed 0M q( &n
of
Thp
has hit an unmarked rock or run on
temperature at 6 a. m. today was 39
an unlighted point in fair weather.
In other cities it was as fol"The traffic doesn't warrant the ex- degrees.
lows:
is
tho
of
more
money."
any
penditure
Amarillo, 44; Bismarck, :',2; Boise,
excuse that has been given to the
:',4; Dodge
City, 54;
many complaints of northern naviga- 44; Cheyenne,
Durango, .10; Flagstaff, 40; Grand
function, 40; Helena, 40; Kansas City,
CONGRESSMAN
CORUELL HULL,
Lander. 2S: Los Angeles, 56; Mo- dena, ?,S; Oklahoma, 02; Phoenix, 52; of Tennessee, author of the single tax
Portland, 40; Pueblo, ",4; Roseburg, bill.
36; Roswell, 40; Sail. Lake, 3S; San
Francisco, 52; Spokane, 42; Tonopnh,
U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
36; M'illlston, 26; Winnemucca, :!0.
Local Data.
(N MEXICAN CAPITAL
Highest temperature this date last.
24.
Extreme this
year, 51; lowest,
date, 41 years' record, highest, 62, in

ANGELICA SINGLETON, WHO, IX 1X:IX, BECAME THE BRIDE OF
MAJOR ABRAM VAX BUREN, SOX OF PRESIDENT VAX BUREN. SHE
WAS ONE OF THE MOST CHARM IX G OF THE WHITE HOUSE

a

WILSON TO BE ON
FEET BURNED TO
THE FIRST LINER
FORCE DISCLOSURE
Washington, Nov. 18. The first
Beaven, Penn., Nov IS. Three
draught vessel to pass through the !masked men broke into the residence
ranama canal win De one ot me gov of
Philip Stakely, of West Bridge-wateernment Panama railroad Bhips now
near here, and, after tying him
plying between New York and Colon,
if the plan of Secretary Garrison is to a chair, burned his feet till he disadopted, His idea is to allow Colonel closed the hiding place of his money
Goethals all the time he requires to They then beat him and departed.
complete the canal and experiment
Stakley, who resides alone in the
with it before that trip is made.
small house, was reputed to have conWilPresident
aboard
Then, having
siderable money,
and, being afraid
son and some of the members of his of banks, is alleged to have had it hidcommlttes
the
cabinet,
congressional
den in the house.
with jurisdiction over the canal, and a
The Chief of Police summoned a
few newspaper men, the Panama liner
and they tracked the robbers
posse
will pass through the waterway from
the snow to Fallston, a suburb
Cristobal on the Atlantic side to Bal- throughAs
here.
the posse came within sight
boa at the. Pacific entrance.
of the three men the rohhers onened
sam
mai
oecreiary Harrison
a revolver duel with the officers.
loaay
no date could be fixed for this ward ot 50 snots were flred before thn
he
Col.
Goethals
ceremony,
thought
offlcers flnally captured two o( tuu
would succeed - in clearing a wayjmen.
The third escaped.
inrougu ine uuearaena suae Dy
The men arrested were taken back
would
and
be possible tfi Taat Tl rirlrfoura fan nrlintia tlinir irnim
that it
j,
'
:
to pass
vessels through by their names as
Charles Tlce, of W est
next spring.
Bridgewater, and John Kohler, alias
Sauers, of 'Monaca. The police claim
It Is easy to understand why an In- tfeat they know the third man who was
creasing number of bottles of Foley implicated in the robbery and expect
Honey and Tar Compound is sold year- his arrest.
ly. Thos. Verran, 286 Edward Street,
Houghton, Mich., gives an excellent
reason when he writes: "Foley Honey HIGH PRICED EGGS
and Tar Compound has always proven
MAKE THE TROUBLE
an effective remedy, quickly relieving
tickling in the throat, and stopping
Philadelphia, Nov. 18. Six eggs,
the cough with no bad after effects.
smashed in a collision got more
The Capital Pharmacy.
in city hall police court than
the owner who figured in the mishap.
"This is awful,' 'said Magistrate Gor-ba"Half dozen eggs smashed, with
eggs Bcarce and high priced." Then
he ordered a youth responsible for the
to pay 30 cents to the
disconsolate purchaser.
The "tragedy' 'occurred at Fifteenth
and Arch streets, William O'Connor,
17 years old, Eighteenth and Lombard
streets, riding a bicycle, collided with
Meyer Wiseman, 14 years old, 919
Tree street. B. Wiseman was thrown
and eggs he had in a bag were

BIG JOB TO DRAW UP
DENSE FOG PAYS
LAND VALUE TAX BILL
10 HOURS UISIT
TO SANTA FE
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What Are
YOU Worth
From the

NIEGSCQ

MP?
It is estimated that
the average man if
worth 92 a day from
the neck fow what
is he worth from the
neck upt
That depends entirely upon training.
If you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The Inttrnstttnal
Correspond Bnci Sebaots
go to the man who is
struggling along on
small pay and say to
him, We will train
you for promotion
riarht where you are.
or we will qualify
you to take uplineft
more congenial
of work at a much

higher salary.'
Every month several hundred students voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result
of I. C. S. training.
Younecd not leave

your present work,
or your own home.
Hark this coupon at
once and mail it.

l
0

Pleais czpUla, without farther obligation cn my
1 can
the position, tiaUe. or
qualify for
m.
nave
uciorc wdicd i
Automobile Runniog
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper

Sleaograplier
AdvertialM Men
Show-CarWriilaf;

Window Trwjtatlne;
Commercial IllustraC,
Industrial Designing
Architecture! Drafts.
fSpaoiah
Caemtat
a

J

I
Banking
Civil Serrlcel

,

Na-

p1

CASE THAT OF THE STEAMER
R BOAT IS THE SINGLE TENDER
AN COAST; THE OTHER PICTURE
ERE IS NO LIGHT, SIXCE IT IS SO

tore.
This is no argument, for, along the
British Columbia coast, where the traffic is no heavier, every bar, rock, reef,
or point which a navigator of the famous inland passage would have any
excuse for hitting Is marked by buoy,
beacon or light.
Until Uncle Sam makes navigation
easier and safer to Alaska the chances
for really developing our great store
house of wealth are sternly withheld.

WHERE THE WHITE HOUSE WEDDING TAKES PLACE

Wilkes-BarrPa., Nov. 18. George
Borman, for many years a successful
saloonkeeper in Nanticoke, publicly
burned his liquor license, destroyed
his stock of beer and whisky, and after refusing several big offers for his
business, announced to his neighobors
and friends that he was through with
the liquor business, and that henceforth he was to be an active member
in the First Methodist Episcopal
Church of Nanticoke.
Mathew Borman, brother of the
saloonkeeper, was converted a few
weeks ago, and since then has been
striving to get George Borman to quit
his business. He succeeded in getting
the saloonkeeper to attend a few
s
church services, and flnally, the
says, he saw a new light and decided to quit.
After publicly burning his license,
Borman knocked out the heads of several beer kegs and let the contents
run into the street with his wines and
whiskies.

miiu

Electrical

Wlreman

Electrics I Engineer

Draftsman
Engineer
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Textile Manufacturing
CItII Engineer

PimMa,Stan.Fitt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine

Superintendent

m-

.Static

A good honest medicine like Foley
Kidney Pills gives health to many
families. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Willlow
St., Green Bay, Wis. was seriously
ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife is rapid
ly recovering her health and strength
due solely to the use of Foley Kidney
Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.

NELSON O SHAUGHNESSY, Araer-ica- l
charge d'affairs in Mexico City,
through whom President Wilson talks
to Huerta's ministers.

Montezuma.

J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
0. L. Ballard, Roswell.
G. B. Armstrong, Roswell.
Robert Johnson, Rockford, 111.
William King, Rockford, 111.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
F. G. Shellhart, Albuquerque.
John M. Wiley, Silver City.
J. R. Johnson, Albuquerque.
1. F. Shannon, Oklahoma City.
John MsDermott, Hesperus, Colo.
A. A. Wynne. Albuquerque.
Jesse I Nusbaum, City.
W. M. Hepner, City.
R. H. fleddow, Gallup.
A. P. Hereford, Chicago.
H. B. Roeder. Albuquerque.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
Wallace Hesseldon, Albuquerque.
.1. W. Bookwalter, Denver.
C. B. Stubblefleld, Las Vegas.
Eduardo Apodaco, Las Vegas.
Mrs. Sullivan, City.

sonu1-tliin-

a

enthusiast. To become
one, get tlie habit of using
Schilling's licst.
The enthusiast wants
but little, but wants it
fine; anl he gets his money's-

A MAKER OF HEALTH.

-worth.

'
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THE FAMOUS "EAST ROOM" OF THE WHITE HOUSE. HERE MISS JESSIE WILSON. DAUGHTER
PRESIDENT WILSON, WILL BE MARRIED ON NOVEMBER 25 TO FRANCIS BOWLES SAYRE.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

You arc missing
if you arc not

Mechanical
Mechanical

Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Construct'n

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Cloudy
and unsettled tonight and Wednesday
with warmer weather.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Wed
nesday unsettled and cloudy, warmer
in east portion.,
Conditions.
The entire western portion of the
country Is covered by an area of low
pressure, and the storm Is central
off the middle California coast. Rain
was falling this morning at San Francisco, and rain fell during the past
24 hours in Oregon, Idaho, California,
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas and Missouri, and cloudy weather
Is general in the west. The barometer remains high over the Great Lakes.
conditions
favor
For this section
cloudy and unsettled tonight and Wednesday, with warmer weather.

Coffee

lat-ter-

iBfcnitlMiJ CtmspHtfence Sctois
C
Box 888, Scranton, Pa. '

prt, bow
i"'ciiuu

IX THIS
LARGE PICTURE SHOWS A TYPICAL, ALASKAN WRECK
THE SMALLE
JABEZ HOWE OX THE COAST OB' CHIGXIK, ALASKA.
COLUMBINE, WHICH CARES FOR ALL THE LIGHTS OF THE ALASK
DAXGEROUS BARREN ISLANDS ON WHICH TH
IS THAT OF THE
PRECIPITOUS THAT THE COLUMBINE DARE NOT APPROACH IT.

house service.
By E. O. SAWYER.
however
the man
Davy Jones
Special Commissioner to Alaska for
with a locker at the bottom of the sea.
The New Mexican.
Juneau, Alaska, Nov. 18 Recently knows all about it, and he finds fat
a statistician figured out that Uncle pickings all along the beach above the
Sam's wonderful northern domain of! British Columbia boundary line. The
Alaska has 27,000 miles of coastline 'list of ships that have gone to Davy's
just 1,000 more than all the rest of locker via this route looks like a page
But the fact, it out of a city directory.
the United States!
A reserve officer took O'Connor to seems, has not made much of an im- On the whole Alaskan coast there
central court. Wiseman said he didn't pression on the United States light-taronly 10 lighthouses and 54 blinker
want the bicyclist punished, but that
he would luike to be reimbursed for
the eggs.

BURNS LICENSE
POURS OUT WHISKEY

loweBt. 11, In 18S0.

1878;

in
Schilling's Best
b armoa-tigh- t
2 lb and 2
cans; cueanly granulated;

b,

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Oct. 30, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Cipriauo
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
INW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, town-- i
ship 17 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri-Idiahas filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish,
claim to the land above described, before the register and receiver, U. S.
land office at Santa Fe, N. M on the
Dec. 9, 1.913.
j
,

'

Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez, Emilio Deigado,
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoya
v Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
'
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

A cough medicine for children must
help their coughs and colds without
jbad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels.
Foley's Honey and Tar
(exactly fills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, uo constipation fol
lows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup and all
quickly helped. The Capital

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New
Company.

you to waste your
your legal forms
thorn already printMexican
Printing

For quick results, a
little "WANT."
New Mexican Want
bring results, Try it.

Ads.

always
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and when he was taken off the bag
his feelings got an awful bump, lie
says he has plenty' of money to Veep
the wolves and sharks from the door
BY ALLMAN.
of his Maryland canteloupe farm for
come.
to
many years
With these two men missing Eddie
V
r
Gmut .is likeIy t0 be given c"st0(,y of
in
both
badly
rtowl tommy, vou
height
handicapped,
'
and weight, and Willard also had the
MAT AS WCU.TR1TO
I
.advantage of reach. The first round WLBERT R0BINS0N
LEARM THAT VERSE,
was tame, but Wilard had a slight
'
IS BROKLYN
PECA3E Vbu'RE NOT
A
MANAGER.
VnfrF
advantage. Kodel had the better of
I going Home UMtil.
N'
Y
Nork.
Nov.
Ne,v
PresiIS.
"IT'S ONLY WEAKNESS THAT COP IES WEAKNESS," SAYS RITCHIE IN THIRD ARTICLE ON HIS CLIMB
the second and third on aggressiveTO TOP RUNG OF PUGILISTIC LADDER.
ness. The fourth session was Wil- deut Charles Ebbitts, of the Brooklyn
lard's, a stiff uppercut to the jaw National league Baseball club, an-- i
Rodel up. Willard delivered nounced today that, the Superbas' new
slowing
blood.
Breathe deep. Take tepid
(By Willie Ritchie.)
to succeed Wm. Dahlen
several
stiff,
punches to the body in manager
baths every morning and gradually
World's Lightweight Champion.
would be Wllbert Robinson, until
was
even,
the
sixth
but
the
fifth,
change to cold water. They make you
Third Article. ;.
advantage in 'enUy a member of the New York
Join a gymnasium if you can. Willard had a Wight
r .
Robinson signed a Brooklyn
the
lAnd sleep with your windows open.
seventh, when ho had Rodel
I ascribe my success in the ring a!- a fusillade of rights 'contract this morning and will take
after
guessing,
school:
attend
the
who
For
have
constant
to
care
the
boy
together
immediate charge of the playing end
Nothing better than a long, brisk and lefts to the body. Rodels ag- or tne chid.
given my body, keeping It like, a per- - j
in the remainder of the,;.
rrtssiveness
hours
in
full
the
true.
walk
hums
that
machine
feet
morning. Eight
Robinson was one of the best catch-'I'iiiof sleep in an airy room. Make it j0"1 easily earned him a draw. Little
It's a wonderful feeling to have a
of his day as a member of the
era
either
was
science
by
displayed
roof
to
if
the
take
Dad
has
even
strong, clean efficient body that you
can count on all the time.
eft 'the house, for plenty of oxygen is jboxer. Both men quit strong and prac- famous Baltimore Orioles during the
years wneu acuraw was playing imro.
any unmarKea.
nlmnlntelv indisnenslhle to health and
Watch the envious, wishful eyes of j
ase for that organization. He follow- vigor. Not enough parents seem to
fat, flabby men when they look upon
d McGraw to the New York club and
realize that.
lithe fighters In the ring ,or the eyes j
BEST
BOEHLER THE
lor. several years has been the latter's
of dissipation-weakeneJust prior to my last big battle
youths flock-- !
BET IN WESTERN ii rat assistant on the coaching lines,
with Rivers I was in (he open 24 hours
ing to training camp. They tell an
as well as a developer of recruit pitch-- i
of the day for six weeks: walked, ate
eloquent story of what a man thinks
He was instrumental in develop-lof an efficient body.
and slept out in the fresh air. It is
18.
Nov.
Jack
Hendrix, v. Rube
Detroit,
I f aw a little shaver at my training
Marquard, Jeff Tesreau and
the greatest conditioner that I know manager of the Denver club, champion
A' Demaee.
Robinson was recently
of.
tiuorters some time ago. He was
of the Western league, holds a very
his unconditional release by the
For nil boys:
puny and chicken breasted just as
high opinion of George Boehler, the given
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
,
had been at his age. But that boy was
At the right age plenty of good, young pitcher who spent the season New York club and it was said at that and fitted for the individual girl who
time he would in all probability be en- Wears it.
nn accoilllt of llie rhMnuea mnrtp
a comer.
ihard work in the open The boy who 0f 113 in that circuit.
It is safe to say that there will bejby the stale board of
When the other boys offered him a
equalization the
shirks work is robbing his muscles ..BoehIer wag far and away the gaged to manage the new Baltimore
heard this season which will tax rolls of Santa Fe county will not
Iof what they need most and dooms begt pitcher m our league.. saia thfl club of the Federal league. His ap- - nothing more
cigarette he pushed it aside in a suafford
than
to
be
genuine
pleasure
aa
succeed
came
Dahlen
ipolntment
available
for
collection of taxes
himself to that class who later on.Dpnver ea(ler rec,ntlv, ..He worke(i
perior way.
WILLIE RITCHIE.
'a surnrise.
("The Girl From Mumms."
on time, however the attorney
gen"Ritchie never smoked," I heard '
hang about with envious eyes watch- - in
nmH and waa eKactlve neariv
eral
of
New
Mexico
has eiven the
mm ay, aim i in suing!. 10 ue line copies weakness. KOJ'S who want to nig nungruy uib men wnu iiuve juic,
t He had more "stuff"
J ,j
.
.
'
Vt
it
opinion that is incumbent upon each
ne top notcners can t anord vices.
CURRENCY BILL
"in.
supple bodies.
!than I have seen anv other youngster johnny McCarthy holds
individual tax payer to call at the
wild
ferns
draw.
1 have' reached
Work and the willingness of your jshow in a long time and ought to
"What, you.'" jeered the others.
the top of my proBE
IN
TO
SENT
treasurer's office on or before De- Nov.
18
to
for
"Listen to the shrimp, will you
"Wild
Job
makes
Ferns
Cat"
Denver,
tackle
muscles
mv
any
fession because I kept,
make good in the American leagu
body clean
st' nd express, Ills willing- of Kansas City and Johnny McCarthy j
thinks he's going to be a fighter!" all the time, not periodically. It's the sameness. A worker seldom is a quit- - ith t ,rmlblf. next vear
of San Francsico, welterweights, went
And they yelled their derision'. I told same in school, in business and the ter when, lie confronts a crisis. Jt
Boehler joined the Tigers in the fifteen fast rounds to a
be relieved from the
lhat youngster that I, too, had a chick-e- r prize ring.
M ashes out any yellow streak he may
penalty imposed
draw here last
C.
t
D.
Nov.
IS. Ar- - W law.
end
of
1912, coming from the Newark, I
Washington,
CELSO LOPEZ,
wnen
A
breast and spindling legs at his
clevera
showed great
man becomes
coward
. win
nlinn.n!..,,
night.
have.
McCarthy
,m lifrl.t.fmn1.4
of
the
.r.tt it
i
Un
l.ln
LimmiJiuii
adof
a
i.i
w.uu.
c
rangement
program for the
Treasurer and
Collector.
negg at jnfl
age.
world because I kept my mind fresh, hie body is weak and flabby. The un- ' Referee Geary's de. ministration
fine curve ball but conk!
currency bill was taken
cision- was popular.
He had two big things In his favor: my bodv hard and my will protected developed muscles beg him not to sub- speed and a
not get 'em over. Shortly after the
senators.
up today by Democratic
rm uiuu i siuune cigarettes, ana ne trom the Habits which dethrone anibt ject mem to a test.
Every round was full of action with Chairman
season opened last year
Owen of the banking conv
J
Ferns
didn't let the other boys, older and tion.
the
McCar'
and
forcingIf I were a boy thore'd be only one championship
fighting
despaired of his getting conmittee, will present the bill with a
- Jennings
bigger ones, push him aside. He had
Any boy who does that is bound to (thing I'd be ashamed of to be a quit- trol and sent him out to the Western thy covering t p to avoid' the rushes.
report tomorrow. Talk of a
to a great extent nullified the
This
to gain needed experience.
counts most. He didn't even flinch tetfi out to do.
efforts of Ferns. Ferns finished strong, Democratic caucus was revived. The
Remerber: You will have many a
suggestion was made that If the bill
when they ridiculed him.
This is my advice to the boy who hard battle with yourself if you in- - All of the Tigers had faith that the while McCarthy showed signs of as
,
prepared by the six administration
tend being a king pin In any line. They recruit would work his way back imo weakening In the latter rounds.
Smoking in my estimation Is more vorks:
senators of the committee were taken
1
If you are in an office all day get iarc just as gruelling as any in the fast company before long, for they
Injurious than drinking for boys. They
Jimmy I (anion, of Denver, was given into
a caucus and possibly amended.
start it earlier and the poison sinks tip early and take a good walk before prize ring where it's the sudden flash appreciated that he had world's of- the decision over Willie Evans at the
va ability and needed only traininto their very bones. Later the going to work. Of course you can't of fists coming like a ton of brick for
end of six rounds, and Peter Jensen, probably the Democratic majority
"smart" kids start drinking; when he do that if you stay out late at night, your jaw or plexus that you've got to ing and development to become a star. oi Denver, and Eddie Hart, of Terre might be bound to support it .
The steering committee conferred
The club will take George south Haute, lnd., boxed eight rounds to a
thinks he has got to have men's weak- - Kxoroise before an open window for
only a knockout in the ring Is
but took no action. It will meet again
nesses to be a man.
l
r 15 minutes anything that 'ex- not so serious a defeat.
again in the spring and there is lit lie draw.
doubt that he will be able to hold his
But it is only weakness which cites the muscles and makes good red i
Thursday. The discussion developed
Continued Tomorrow.)
a wide divergence of opinion on ad-- !
job, now that he has learned the locaWhen the little
tion of the plate. He is very popular THE GIRL FROM
journment.
brown fighters of
no with the other players on account of
made
the
Boston
At
negro
the
House
White
(while
was
WORRIED
it
stated
JIMMY CRAIG, BACK IN THE!
MUMMS,
Japan chased the
'uerinim aitpnint at defense. But as his pleasant disposition and his willthat President Wilson was opposed to
BUT EUER
'the bout went on, Smith wearied and ingness to learn antl the boys will be
big Russian Bear
OUER MANTELL
an adjournment of congress, as he
MICHIGAN LINE-U- P
back to its den,
to
him
for
stick
the
assumed
this
tim'.
"pulling"
aggressive,
wished
continuous consideration of the
MIUP
OIIITC
WWI I O jLaiigford
I'JinC DHWn
In the winter Boehler works at the
they did it on a
sending left and right to Smith's body
Usually when a musical comedy has measure,
"
three -- times - a- at short range, while the latter barber's trade, owning a shop in a one or two good musical numbers evin
town
at
Indiana.
Last
small
is
Albuquerque, Nov. 18. Pierce
Girl
satisfied.
Langford's
From
day ration of rice.
"The
spring
unsuccessfully
erybody
the floods wrecked his place, but be Mums," which comes to the Elks BELIEVE THE U. S. IS
thews, St. Louis lightweight, last night head.
I
Rice furnished
ONLY MAKING A BLUPF
himself and is reported Theater on Monday, December 1, has
won the decision on points, at the
So many and so strong were
the strength and
to
In
a
be
nice
business
the
six
sixteen real hits,
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GUNBOAT SMITH IS GIVEN
DECISION OVER LANGFORD
So
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Boston- - Nov- Smith of
In the west and
addition. jNew Yorki wa8 glven tne deciaion ovcr
,
preu.u.ea mat Sara Langtord of Boston, at the end of
4.uUl.
Chicago will win the conference !B twelve-rounbout here last night,
championship this fall, for Coach j Smith led cleverly during the early
Stagg's veterans have been showing rounds, scoring repeatedly
on left
high class all season.
'jabs to Langford's head and bodv,
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many Book Units as doited.
The only perfect combination

sleepy

And Teddy makes such

a

good pillow.

She is really not asleep, though; tnly playing
asleep. And "playing" is her business, for she is Doris Baker!
child actress, who works in motion
pictures.
Bba
been CKSt
m,h(rUgh
Ipoj ttmrt. Ehs cu play the cornet better
than
themselvef musicians.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Baker, of
Hollywood, a suburb of Los Angeles, Cal. This picture
was recently on exhibition as an
!
'
example of child beauty at a Los Angeles public library.
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FOR SALE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

18, 1913.

Mother's Advice
SALMON
To Her Daughter

House, completely furnished, good lo
cation, 18 rooms, will pay duu per month. Price J6.000.00
FOR RENT
12.00
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Properly. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
Rooming

THE

A Real Uve Doll to Fondle IsWomani'
Greatest Happiness.
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One of the most important mutters about
Which women concern themselves Is their
future plains s a prun dm other. And she
la wisdom itself who knows of or lenma
of thitt famous remedy, Mother's Fritjnd.
This is nn external application for tho
ahdominal
muscles mid breasts.
It
has a wonderful influence, alloys all
fear, banishes uli pain, is a most crnteful
encouragement to the yomif,, expectant
Itnumer. onu permits Her to go through the
period happy in mind, free in hmiv and
tlius destined to anticipate, woman's great- en i noppiness as iioturc intended Bhe, should,
The action of Mother's Friend makes tho
j
muscles free, pliant and responsive to ex
pansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
the nerves and ligaments is avoided, and,
In place of a period of discomfort and
dread, it is a season of calui repose
and Joyful expectation.
There Is no nausea, no morning sick- nogs, no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,
hence Mother's Friend is really one of tho
greatest blessings that could be devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can be
hod of any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
IB sure to
prove of inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health
and future of the child. Write to l'.radlield
Regulator Co., 1.12 Lamar BIdg.. Atlanta,
Ga., for tbeir book to expectant mothers.
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Ktveti Hit- fullest enilit of restorliii: health
iu a lurjje iimnlior of cases, Iteinj ilils:
Mja U intnl Ave, I'liiln.. 1'u.
"fniliiMn: In tin1 winter .if V.UM I
hml an attack of (Irfppe. fol lowed hy
I'lir'uiiionia. and later hv .Mf! Tronlde.
In t In winter of V.n4 I had couh, u'mht
flwciit. fever :uid i nfsed iinantltlcN of
nwfui.lookiiijf sMitf and Inter I had many
heiniirrliai': at on. lime three hi ihret1
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rise in Union Pacific.
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fresh as a witness against him. But
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how to get him out was the question,
Modem Cottage of 5
ORGANIZATION OF B. OF L. F. & E, We cut a pole, 12 feet long, sharpened
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
Jl one 111 en sliotilt asK
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. is. Delegates the end and began feeling around in
ANYTHING YoXF
South about 109 feet on Palrepresenting local branches of th the cave. We probed for the bear for
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Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen some minutes without results. Finalace Avenue.
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today for the purpose of perfecting a
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time
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in
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relajfs suddenly
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
fuxiliary organization are also in ses- boys
exclaimed 'I felt, him
that you will like
felt him.' A
sion,
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE! HAVWARD HAS IT.
shout went up and the search was reSdiilliiii-'I!e.st nixl that
One of the guides suggested
sumed.
that the pole be twisted. This was
you will nToe with our
done and when it was drawn out of
statements
about it when
the cave we saw a few brown hairs
Carl Coates is in Espanola today on sticking to the forked end. Mr. Bear
tried
it.
iavc
you
a short business trip.
was in there all right, all right.
Miss Helen Laughlin has returned
"Despite all the punching and jabWhat otiier inducement can
from a visit in Denver.
bing we gave tlTe bear, he remained
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
we offer you to try Schilling's
R. H. Beddow, state mine inspector, silent. It was suggested
he
that,
Best.
is registered at the Montezuma.
might have been stuck in the cave
A. A. Wayne of the U. S. forestry and couldn't budge if he wished. Sudservice, is in the city on business.
denly the bear grabbed the pole and
Hack
Stable ReEaggage Lines.
C. B. Stubbletield, the well
known the guides let out another whoop. The
LATH, CEMENT,
LUMBER,
oil salesman, is here from Alcalde.
most
was
Best Rigs you can get.
exciting.
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game
1 was
C. L. Ballard and G. B. Armstrong, Would he come out suddenly?
DO YOU THINK FOR A MINUTE WE COULD AFFORD TO LET ANYFOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
AMD
TWO
,
DOORS
SADDLE
POMES,
of Roswell, are at the Montezuma ho- ready for him with my shot
WINDOWS,
BODY GO AWAY FROM OUR HARDWARE
STORE DISSATISFIED, OR tel.
a three in one combination, two shot
San
Francisco
St.
310
Phone
139.
WITH ANYTHING TO KICK ABOUT? WE WANT PEOPLE TO COME
C. C. Catron and Albert Clancy are barrels and one for the cold steel.
BACK AGAIN WE WANT CUSTOMERS FOR LIFE, AND WE CAN'T AFasked
expected home this evening from a
"Forgetting the danger
FORD TO MISREPRESENT THINGS OR DISAPPOINT OUR PATRONS.
Guide Martin to let me take hold of
hunt in San Miguel county.
IF YOU HAVE A KICK AT ANYTHING YOU BOUGHT FROM US, LET US
Col. E. V. Dobson, the well known the pole which he did. Suddenly I
KNOW IT. WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND WANT TO MAKE GOOD.
SAWYER
attorney of Albuquerque, is here on felt myself being drawn into the cave.
business. He is stopping at the Mon- I shouted with surprise and the boys
WOOD-DAVI- S
tezuma hotel.
grabbed hold of me keeping the bear 223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
HARDWARE COMPANY.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
The Auction Bridge club met yester- from drawing me into his lair.
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'
PHONE 14 day afternoon with Mrs. V. H. Lloyd.
Worked Over 2 Hours.
M.
SANTA FE, N.
the
"We fooled around there on
The guests of the club yesterday were
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
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herds and lower prices. It is said that
a bear will kill $500 worth of cattle in
n season, while a wolf or a lion may
destroy $;i(io worth or more.
The county in most cases has established a bounty of $10 lor every lion,
bear or lobo killed. To this amount
local cattlemen have in many cases
added an individual or company reward for the successful hunter or trapper. In southern Arizona the recent
ly formed cattlemen's association of
the chirkaliua region has published
tin offer of reward for predatory animals killed. On the Apache national
forest of Arizona most of the grazing
permitees have a standing offer of $10
for lion, wolf or bear, while on the
Mimbres district of the Gila national
forest of New Mexico, the big G. O. S.
outfit add $25 to the $10 county bounty
or the same classes of pests.

BIG GAME KILLED

IN SOUTHWEST
IN PAST YEAR

From July 1, 1012, to June ,10, HH3,
predatory animals killed within the
national forests of Arizona and
.Mexico numbered 40 bear, 158 coyotes,
C2 mountain lions, 22 lynx, 75 wildcats
and 28 wolves, making a total of :!S5,
199 less than the previous year. Hunters and trappers were employed on
some of the forest under a co opera-livsystem; the government paying
pan of the salary and the forest users
supplying the remainder.
This combined warfare of the forest
service and stockmen against cattle
and sheep destroying beasts is the result of general and in some instances
serious losses by grazing permittees.
With the high prices of cattle nowaIt is
Work for the Ntw Mexican.
days the stockmen feel the loss of
every beef animal lost or killed far jvorkin? for you, for. Santa Fe and
more than in the old days of larger the new state.
N-.-

i

them having two or more national forests represented. The amount which
each t'ounty receives to be divided
equally between the schools and tin1
roads is as follows, with the exception of Grant and Socorro
noted
above:
$
l.r5.2ti
Bernalillo

OFFICIAL.
ROAD BOARDS
CAN NOT PAY
OWN MEMBERS

james a. rreirai,

Chaves
Kddy

Grant
Lincoln

McKinley
Mora
Uio Arriba
Santa Fe
Sandoval
Socorro
Sierra
San Miguel
Taos
Valencia
Torrance
Otero

tne request
engineer, and member of the state
highway commission and because of
its general interest, Is given below:
Hon. .fames A. French,
State Highway Commissioner,
01

j

j

huu--

Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir:
I am in
receipt of your communica-itioof the 7th inst., asking for the
opinion of this office upon the following question:

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Gila

fur-ni-

ed by the district and four were
rented. Reports, on 49 school buildings show that four were of concrete;
four of adobe; 37 were frame; three
were of brick, and one of rock. Six
were reported in excellent condition;
23 were in good condition: five were
fair and 13 poor. Ten schools re
ported school libraries, totalling 861
volumes and valued at $735.
Agriculture was taught in two of
the schools. Domestic science was
taught in five and manual training in
four.

The Clarendon Garden,

SANTA FESVOCKS
TROUT STREAMS

NEAT SUM FOR
COUNTV ROADS
AND SCHOOLS

The Reliable Hardware Store.

1

I

-

l

t

v

1

The Santa Fe system within the
next two days will distribute 97,000
trout in the streams along its line in
Colfax, Mora, San Miguel and Santa
Fe counties, and Game Warden Trini
dad C. de Baca leaves tonight for Raton to meet the fish train and oversee
the distribution of the fish, which
work has been turned over to the state
game and fish department.
The fish were secured by the railroad from the Leadville hatchery,
and will be distributed as follows:
In the streams along the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific, 30 cans of
brook trout containing 500 each, and
20 cans of black spotted trout containing 1000 each. Along the Santa Fe
main line in the counties mentioned,
70 cans of brook trout and 27 cans of
black spotted trout. The fish will be
emptied into small branch streams
and screened away from the main
stream until they get big enough to
take care of themselves.
The D. & R. G. has just completed
stocking streams along its lines in
northern New Mexico, it was reported
today at the game warden's office, but
the details of the distribution were
not known.

.

The state treasurer has received
ifrom the treasury department a check
repre
for $40,604.80, which amount,
sents New Mexico's share of the earn
ings of the national forests within the
state. Of this amount, $9,320.65 has
been turned over by the state treasurer to the common school fund of
the state in accordance with section
6 of the enabling act which provides
that there shall be returned to the
state for the common school fund a
percentage of earnings from the na
tional forests equal to the prcentage
the school sections on the national
forests bear to the total area of the
forests.
The remainder, amounting to $31,284.15. represents 25 per cent of the
earnings of the national forests in
New Mexico, and is returned to the
state under the act of congress approved Way 23rd, 1908.
Chapter 119 of the lawB of 1909 provide how this money shall be distributed among the counties in which
there are national forests. This act
provides that, the amount due each
county shall be divided equally between the county school fund and the
county road fund except in Grant and
Socorro counties, in which the amount
which should go to the county road
fund, goes to the state road fund to be
expended by the state highway com-- ,
mission, in the counties of Grant and
Socorro.
There are 18 of the 26 counties of
New Mexico which have national for-jests within their borders some of

dandies. The Rexall Store.
FOR SALE
Double
barrel,
and leather
shotgun
142
case at a bargain,
Marcy St-Daughter Dies The little daughter,
aged 2 years, of Mr. and Mrs. Elfego
Rougemont, died this morning. The

FANCY WORK GOODS
of Stamped
Beautiful line
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

Ana-taci-

PAIR OF GLOVES, OR ANYTHING
CHOICE IN TOGGERY, COME HERE.
THE HUB N. SALMON.
Household Goods for Sale Mrs. A.
S.

Brookes, Grant avenue.

Meet Thursday
The regular meetdeparting of the art and literature
ment of the Santa Fe Woman's club
will take place Thursday Nov. 20 at
the club rooms. The music class will
join with the department at this meeting and present a program of Scandinavian music under the direction of
Mrs. G. H. Van Stone.
If you suffer with cold feet, our

hot water bottles will prove a comfort
on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
Rexall Store.
Jury Commissioners Judge Abbott
has named Levi A. Hughes, James
and Benito Lujan jury commis
The
sioners for the ensuing year.
met yesterday and
commissioners
selected the required number of names.
Taxing every sixth qualified man on
the tax roll, slips were made and 375
names drawn. From these the jurors
for the March term of court will be
selected.
GOING TO SPRUCE UP A BIT FOR

n

A

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
THANKSGIVING?
OUR
REMEMBER
HANDSOME $15.00 AND $25.00 SUITS
AND OVERCOATS.
THE HUB N.
SALMON.
Chamber of Commerce The regular meeting of the Santa Fe chamber of commerce will be held at 7:S0
o'clock tonight in the Old Barracks.
If the members will arrive promptly
at 7:30 business may be transacted so
that those who wish to hear I. L. Tel-lo'- s

violin recital at the Scottish Rite
Cathedral may do so. Various reports
will be submitted. President Dorman
will call the meeting to order at. 7:30
sharp.
Mr. Tello's Concert I. Ti. Tello, the
talented violinist from Rio Janeiro,
Brazil, will give a violin recital at
8:15 o'clock tonight at the Scottish
Rite Cathedral. Mr. Tello has sludied
music for the past fifteen years and
spent some time under great teachers
in Berlin, one of the music centers of
the world. He is so fond of Santa Fe's
climate that he may spend a few
Those
weeks here on his vacation.
who have heard Senor Tello play the
violin declare that he is not merely
good, but wonderful. Miss Bishop will
accompany him on the piano. Tickets
may be purchased at the door. A large
audience is expected to attend, for
violinists of ability have always created a furore in Santa Fe.
Mr. Kinsell's Funeral The funeral
of Harry Kinsell will take place this
afternoon from the New Mexico Central depot at 4:15 o'clock. Interment
will be in Fairview cemetery where a
brief service will be conducted by the
Rev. ,T. M. Shimer. The pall bearers
will be Major R. .1. Palen, Levi A.
Hughes, J. B. Sloan, Samuel
J. W. Akers and Julius Gerdes.
A delegation of the local lodge of Elks
of which Mr. Kinsell was a charter
member, will be in attendance to repr
resent the lodge. The
is in
establishment
undertaking
charge of the funeral arrangements.
Cart-wrigh-

Akers-Wagne-

1

fli in

m

The

great popularity of the

clean, pure, healthful
WRBG LEY'S

J

$387.05.
Of 55 school buildings from which
reports were received, 51 were own

FLOWERS

and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evary time and
their advice will save you needless expense and wcrry.
"Horry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

774.38

18, 1913.

4

PTs

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?

1,283.22

one-roo-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Who are you?

6,337.54
2,761.31

rooms and 28 districts have but
room. There is one school house with
six roomB; one with five rooms; one
with four rooms; three with two and
49
school houses in the
county.
There were 70 teachers, of whom
One
22 were men and 4S women.
teacher taught with a permit; iive had
third grade certificates; 27 had second grade; 36 first grade and one had
a professional certificate.
The average length of term was
One school had two
6.43 months'.
two had three:
months; one 2
one had
one had 3
two had 3
3
six had four months, ten had five
months; 11 had six months; seven had
seven months; 15 had eight months:
seven had ,8
months, and seven
held for nine months.
The monthly salary paid ranged
from $18 to $125. One teacher received $18 monthly; one received $20; two
received $30; one received $35; eight
received $10; five receWed $43; 16 received $50; four received $53; ten received $60; five received $65; one re
ceived $70; 11 received 75: one received $100; one received $115; and
two received $125. The average month
ly salary was $58.04. The average paid
the men teachers was $(S.1S; average
for women,, $53.35. The average an
nual salary for men was $470.74 and
the average annual salary for women
was $340.36. The nverage salary paid
each of the 70 teachers annually was

RETAIL

LEO HERSCH

...

LOCAL ITEMS.

DE VARGAS

AND

1.085.66
8,484.38
1,223.75
1,134.90
1,835.88
1,011.02
533.12
2,525.50

s

STATISTICS
THE SCHOOLS OF

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

WHOLESALE

v

of nameB al-- I ohild was ill but a short time.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE.
THE
ready, hut any interested., ift. Set'lus
coursesTslTouTrt P6tii-- ' ONLY WAY WE EXPECT TO GET
jin line for these
IT IS BY GIVING YOU MORE VALUE
municate with him at once.
FOR YOUR MONEY.
N.SALMON.
The finest line of Electrical GlassRoads in Valencia.
in this city.
At the state engineer's office today ware ever displayed
jit was announced that word had been Gnagey & Ervlen.
received 'from Eugene Kempenick,
Marriage License The county clerk
chairman of the county coniniission-er- has issued a marriage license to
Moutez y Vigil and Miss Sophia
of Valencia county, stating that the
commissioners there made the maxi- Naranjo. both of San Udefonso.
OF ELEHERE IS A SHOWING
mum levy of five mills for roads in
that county. This is expected to bring GANT CHILDREN'S COATS IN A
'in about $1ti,lMW, of which $5,000 will PLEASING
VARIETY AND LOW
be spent on the westeru extension of PRICES. N. SALMON.
;the Caniino Real, and the balance on
Carpentery Shop A. S. Alvord has
the other roads of the county. He opened a carpentry shop at 330 San
(also stated that the road boosters of Francisco street to do a general line
Valencia, McKinley and Bernalillo of repair work.
counties would have a Joint - road
Finished By Xmas The decoration
of the ceiling and walls of the St
meeting to discuss good roads at
November 21st.
Francis Cathedral will be completed
Road Delegates.
hefore Christmas. The edifice already
Delegates to the American Road presents a beautiful appearance.
Builders' Association convention nt
COMIS
OUR LINE
OF CAPS
Philadelphia, December 9th to 12lh. PLETE. WE CAN FILL ANY MAN'S
have been appointed by Governor Mc- CAP REQUIREMENTS WITH STYLE
Donald as follows: R. E. Twitchell,
JUST THE THING. 75c TO $1.50.
of Las Vegas; F. E. Lester, of Las THE HUB N. SALMON.
where you
Cruces, and D. K. B. Sellers, of AlbuHunt, search, seek
I"
querque.
might, you cannot find better rubber
State College Athletics.
goods than at Zook's, The Rexall
The State College foot ball team Store.
are playing for the championship of
Get Dance Tickets
Manager Hall
all the of the De Vargas hotel stated this
(lie southwest, having won
games so far to date. One more game morning that he wishes those who
however is to be pulled off between have accepted invitations to the dance
Roswell and the State college team, at the De Vargas Saturday night to
on Thanksgiving
The score purchase their tickets at once.
day.
stands as follows: A. C. 7 vs. El Paso
FOR CORRECT TIE, SPLENDID

lie has secured a number

2,192.19
3,276.96 High School 2.
A. C. 0 vs. El Paso High School 0.
Total
$31,284.15
A. C. 51 vs.
(Regimental Battery
team) Ft. Bliss, Tex., 6.
were
scored on second
(Six points
ON
team of A. C.
A. C. 12 vs. University of Arizona, 6.
A. C. 13, vs. El Paso High School, 3.
CHAUES COUNTY A. C. 14 vs. Catholic Association of
El Paso, 0.
The state educational department
A. C. 13 vs. University of New Mexiinstatistician has figured out some
co. 0.
teresting conclusions from the Chaves
county report for the school year of
1912-1The report shows some interesting facts about schools in New
Mexico.
Among other things he has
THE DISPLAY OF NEW GARmade the following deductions:
AT
THIS STORE IS A
There are 11 districts in ttie county, MENTS
EVERY
LADY
SHOW.
not including Roswell. One district STYLE
SEE. N. SALMON.
has six school rooms; two have five SHOULD
No home should be without a hoi
rooms; two have four rooms; two water bottle. Its uses
are many all
have three rooms, three have two
one Ice year 'round. Zook has some

ANDREWS

H QIT E L

449.64

.lemez
Lincoln
Manzano
Pecos
Zuni

AUTO DELIVERY

Phoiie No.4

4,f81.S7

$31,2S4.15
Total ...
The sum of $31,284.15 which is 25
per cent of the total receipts, was
earned by the different national forests as follows:
$ 2.798.02
Alamo
4,691.10
Carson
353.07
Chirieahua
6.816.36
Datil

"Is it unlawful for the county road
boards to hire and pay daily wages
to one of the members of the road
board while such member is acting as
'a superintendent, foreman, or boss?"
I answer this question in
the affirmative, and will briefly state my
reasons therefore.
The members of the county road
I
I
Hour
Auto
Hour
Auto Delivery Every
Delivery Every
board are public officers and it is their
duty to act solely for the public Inter
est without reference to their own, and
for such a board to enter into a contract with one of its members for the
performance of any labor, or to
any supplies, would be improper,
inasmuch as the member so employed
Service
Try Our
v.culd necessarily be called upon to
audit and pay an account in his own
'favor. This matter has been passed
PhoneNo-- 4
upon by a number of courts, and a
reference to a few of these cases may
be instructive.
In the case of the People vs. The
Township Board of Overyssel, 11
Mich.. 22ft, the court said:
"All public officers are agents, and
their official powers are fiduciary.
They are trusted with public functions
for the good of the public; to protect,
advance and promote its interests, and
MODERN AND
not their own. And a greater necessity exists than in private life for reALWAYS
moving from them every inducement
to abuse the trust reposed in them, as
LARGE LOBBY
tl'.e temptations to which they are
sometimes exposed are stronger, and
AND VERANDAS
the risk of detection and exposure is
Hss. A judge cannot hear and decide
COMFORTABLE PORCH
his own case, or one in which he Is
SWINGS and ROCKERS
personally interested. He may decide
it conscientiously and in accordance
Service and CuiBine
with law. But .that is not enough.
the Beat in the City
The law will not permit him to reap a
Ample faclllltos (orlurge
and small banquets.
personal advantage from an official act
performed in favor of himself."
Again, in the case of the people of
the state of New Yorlt "S. Thomas, 38
Barb. 2S7, it is said in the syllabus:
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
"It is a principle of universal apRoom With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
BY THE WEEK
plication as well as of public d' cency,
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
that a public trust committed to an
individual by name shall not be discharged for his own benefit, or to promote his private interest."
In the state of Oregon vs. Hoyt, 2
Oreg. 24!), the question involved was
that of the office of marshal of the
city of Portland. It appeared that one
Rosenheim, who was a member of the
common council of the city, secured
his election by that body to the office
of city marshal and asserted his rightSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
to discharge the duties of both offices
and to receive the emoluments conUFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packaii nected with the office of marshal. The
supreme court of Oregon took a different view of the case and in holding
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
against Rosenheim made use of the
following language:
"The marshal is the executive officer of the council, and has to settle
Black his accounts for fees and services with
Phone Black
that body; and it would not be com45
petent for him to pass on his own accounts, and vote money out of the
city treasury into his own pocket. It
is contrary to the policy of the law
for an officer to prostitute his official
position by using his official appointing power to place himself in office."
I believe that there can be no doubt
that the opinion of this office, that a
member of a county road board should
not be employed by the board for any
8 PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M.
purpose, is the correct one, and you
ore therefore advised accordingly.
Yours very truly,
H. S. CLANCY,
(Signed)
Assistant Attorney General.

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

35.18
207.33
b'5.1!
4,0117.63
1,031.7(5
2.1S6.3U
269.64

Colfax

Can a member of the county road
board be legally employed by the
board for pay is a question which luis
vexed a number of the county boards,
An opinion from the assistant tittor-:negeneral says that he cannot be so
employed. The opinion is rendered at

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

May Take Course Here.
Concerning the notice of the five- day courses to be offered by the New
Mexico Agricultural college in yester
day's New Mexican, it was learned to
day that E. H. Oakley, of the Santa Fe
Products company is making an effort
to get the course given in Santa Fe
county. It will require an enrollment
of jon and the fee will be $2.00 each.

is causing unscrupulous persons to wrap
rank imitations that are not even real
chewing gum so they resemble genuine
WRIGLEY'S ESEZE . The better class
of stores will not try to fool you with
these imitations. They will be offered to
you principally by street fakirs, peddlers
and the candy departments of some 5 and
10 cent stores. These rank imitations
cost dealers one cent a package or
even less and are sold to careless people
for almost any price.
If you want Wrigley's look before you
buy,

n
J

Get what you pay for.

Be sure it's

em

MR.

rORl

We are inserting this advertisement
solely to protect our customers, who
are continually writing us that they
have been deceived by imitations
which thev purchased thinking they
were WRIGLEY'S.
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